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Intro to proofs worksheet

A few years ago, when I first got to know I was going to teach Geometry, I would admit I was a little nervous. Why? Evidence. My last geometric class was in high school (I never took geometric classes only in college). I knew that I could do the evidence, but explained they would be something completely different. I've
shaped my own way of how I like to introduce evidence. That's what I'm going to share today. I'll write another blog post later on how I really teach lessons with evidence. Background Sometime at the beginning of the year, I like teaching lessons about Optical Illusions. I think it helps lay the grounding for the evidence
well. In my curriculum, there is an Introduction to the Geometric unit and the next unit is Logic and Proof. In the Logic and Evidence unit, I teach Conditional Statements, Bicodial Statements, Detachment Laws and Syllogism, and subsequent lessons are Introduction to Evidence. Introduction to Evidence Lessons I
usually start a class with this powerpoint. It's a very short review, because my students have heard me use this vocabulary and talk about patterns before. I tried to stress looking for patterns and making conjectures no matter what lesson I teach. Then, I talked about the importance of logical thinking. I usually describe it
in the form of a story. My little lecture went something like this: Okay, so I'll tell you a story about what I did last night. I took a shower and changed the clothes. Oh, but I went to the gym first. I burned the bread. Me and my husband walked our dog, Zoey. My husband didn't like it. I went to bed. Oh, I also cook dinner for
my husband and me. We watch Netflix together. Does the story make a lot of sense? Can I tell him better? This is the order that everything happens. I went to the gym. Then, my husband and I walked our dog, Zoey. I took a shower and changed the dress, then cooked dinner for my husband and me. I burned bread and
my husband didn't like it. We watch Netflix together. Then, I went to the bedside. Is the story easier to understand? In mathematics, we explain things in the same way. Nobody likes to have things explained in a stumpy, misleading way. So, we explain our thoughts in a logical order, in the same way you will tell the story.
Next, I give this sheet for students to practice story orders. They may have done something like this a million times English classes in primary or middle schools, but I still think it's good practice. I honestly don't know where these works come from (I've been around for a long time). If you know who makes it, let me know
so I can give credit. I always let them work with partners on this set of work. There are a few steps they will argue, which I love. [EDIT: Cherylanne Thyrum knows where this work socket comes from! from Mambo Mathematics Teacher.  You can find work squatters under activity, then proof stories.  Thank you
Cherylanne!] Finally, I started talking about Algebraic Evidence.  I actually didn't talk about the nature of equality until the next day.  On this first day I usually just put some similarities on the board and we solved it.  However, I also wrote what we did next to it (forming the evidence of two baby columns).  Something as
simple as multiplied or rejected work for me on this first day. I usually don't give homework tonight.  The next day, their warmup usually told me logically, what they did the previous night.  I am looking for five or more short sentences that make sense (logical and organized)! Stay tuned: In a few weeks, I'll share how I
really teach lessons with evidence. English (United Kingdom) English (USA) Español (Latinoamérica) Yay Math is a free public service and is publicly available. Any contribution to this movement is highly appreciated. Yay Math will always be in touch with the people. Reach out and share your story! This is not a
mathematical helpline. It's a way for us to interact and say hi, directly. Directly.
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